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Abstract

In this paper, we study sufficient conditions for the reversibility of circle

homeomorphisms. We show that every homeomorphism of the circle,

which has only one periodic orbit, is continuously reversible. And we

prove that a positively equicontinuous flow is continuously reversible.
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1. Introduction

In classical terminology, a reversible mechanical system is one whose

Hamiltonian assumes the particularly simple form .VK +  Here K is the

kinetic energy of the system, and V is the potential energy. In 1976,

Devaney [3] showed that it was to generalize the notion of reversibility
and studied the qualitative properties of such generalized systems from a
more geometric point of view. In 1986, Sevryuk [5] has written a
monograph that provides a wide exposition of reversibility in smooth
multidimensional analysis.

A process is reversible if its dynamics is unchanged by reversing the
direction of its time. Mathematically this can be realized if we postulate

that the function F describing the process is a bijection of a set X and,

moreover, F and the inverse 1−F  are conjugate by a function, XX →γ :

which is the inverse of itself, i.e., involution:

γγ= −− FF 11

or, since ,1 γ=γ−

.1 γγ=− FF

Then, consequently,

γγ= −− nn FF 1   for ,Z∈n

which yields the desired property of similarity of the dynamics of the
given process and its reverse.

In 2002, Jarczyk [4] proved that any homeomorphism mapping a real
interval onto itself and having no fixed points is conjugate to its inverse
by a continuous involution or, equivalently, is a composition of two
continuous decreasing involutions.

In this paper, we investigate sufficient conditions for the reversibility
for homeomorphisms defined on an interval and the circle. We will show
that every homeomorphism of the circle, which has only one periodic
orbit, is continuously reversible. And we prove that a positively
equicontinuous flow is continuously reversible.
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2. Reversibility of Circle Homeomorphisms

Definition. Let X be a topological space. A homeomorphism

XXF →:  is said to be (continuously) reversible if there exists an

(continuous) involution XX →γ :  such that

.11 γγ= −− FF

The following remark is founded in [4].

Remark. (1) A map of a topological space is reversible if and only if it

is a composition of two involutions. A continuous map is continuously

reversible if and only if it is a composition of two continuous involutions.

(2) If F is a reversible (continuously reversible) map, then also 1−F  is

reversible (continuously reversible). Moreover, if γβ=F  is a

representation of F as a composition of two involutions (continuous

involutions), then .1 βγ=−F

(3) The only increasing involution defined on a set of reals is the

identity function.

Note that every continuously reversible map is a homeomorphism. In

particular, being a homeomorphism of a real interval it is necessarily a

monotonic function. And a decreasing homeomorphism of an interval is

continuously reversible if and only if it is an involution. And in the case

of increasing homeomorphisms, Jarczyk [4] had a result by Theorem 2.1

below. It is well-known how to obtain all continuous solutions

XX →γ :  of the conjugacy equation

( )( ) ( )( ),xGxF γ=γ

where XXGF →:,  are given continuous functions, F has no fixed

points and is invertible. Similarly, also homeomorphic solutions can be

found whenever F and G are, in addition, homeomorphisms. Below it is

shown that in the case where 1−= FG  we may additionally require γ to

be an involution.
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Theorem 2.1 [4]. Every homeomorphism of a real interval having no

fixed points is continuously reversible. More exactly: if F is a

homeomorphism of a real interval X and

( ) xxF ≠    for ,Xx ∈

then there is a decreasing continuous involution XX →γ :  satisfying

the equation

.11 γγ= −− FF

Now we have following proposition from Theorem 2.1. Actually the

proof is a slight modification of that of Theorem 2.1.

Proposition 2.2. Every homeomorphism of a closed bounded interval

having exactly two fixed points is continuously reversible.

Remark that Proposition 2.2 provides the construction of all

decreasing continuous involutions satisfying

.11 γγ= −− FF

Indeed, let [ ] [ ]baba ,,: →γ  be such a function and assume, for instance,

that ( ) xxF >  for ( )., bax ∈  Then there is a unique ( )bax ,0 ∈  such

that ( ) 00 xx =γ  and a unique ( )( )000 , xFxy ∈  with ( ) ( ).0
1

0 yFy −=γ

Put [ ].
~

00, yx|γ=γ  Since the function constructed in the proof of

Proposition 2.2 is the unique extension of γ~  on [ ]ba,  to a decreasing

continuous involution satisfying ,11 γγ= −− FF  it coincides with γ.

For homeomorphisms on the closed interval with three fixed points

the situation is more complicated. Let bca <<  and [ ] [ ]babaF ,,: →

be a homeomorphism whose fixed point set is { }.,, cba  Let [ ]ba,:γ

[ ]ba,→  be a continuous involution satisfying .11 γγ= −− FF  Then γ

is decreasing and

( ) ( ) abba =γ=γ ,   and  ( ) .cc =γ
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Now for ,cxa <<  assume ( ) ( )( ).xFx γ<γ  Then we have ( )( )( )xF γγ

x<  because γ is an involution. Therefore, we get ( ) .1 xxF <−  As a

consequence if ( )xFx <  for cxa <<  and ( )xFx >  for ,bxc <<  then

F cannot be continuously reversible.

Let { }11 =|∈= zzS C  be the circle and let 1: S→π R  be the

covering map defined by ( ) .2 ixex π=π

For two points ,, 1Sqp ∈  by a closed arc [ ]qp,  means the set

( ) [ ]{ },,, 21 tttt ∈π  where R∈21, tt  are such that ( ) ( ) qtpt =π=π 21 ,  and

.10 12 <−< tt  An open arc ( )qp,  means the set [ ] { }.,, qpqp −

For homeomorphisms of the circle we have the following result.

Theorem 2.3. Every homeomorphism of the circle, which has only one

periodic orbit, is continuously reversible: More precisely, if f is a

homeomorphism of the circle such that there exists an orbit

{ }nppp ,,, 21  of a periodic point 1p  of period n and ( ) xxf n ≠  for

{ },,,, 21
1

npppSx ∈  then f is continuously reversible.

Proof. First assume .1=n  Then 1p  is the only fixed point of f. Let F

be a lifting of f. Then we can assume that ( ) aaF =  with ( ) 1pa =π  for

some .R∈a  The map F is a homeomorphism of [ ],1, +aa  whose only

fixed points are a and .1+a

By Proposition 2.2, there exists a decreasing continuous involution

[ ] [ ]1,1,: +→+γ aaaa  such that ( ) ( )tFtF γγ= −− 11  for .1+≤≤ ata

Since ( ) 1+=γ aa  and ( ) aa =+γ 1  we get

( ) ( )1+π=πγ aa   and  ( ) ( ),1 aa π=+πγ

hence ( ) ( ).1+πγ=πγ aa

One can have a continuous circle map 11: SS →α  satisfying

( ) ( )xx 1−πγπ=α    for ( ) [ ].1,1 +∈π− aax
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By the following commuting diagram:

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]1,1,1,1, + →+ →+ →+ γγ aaaaaaaa F

            π                              π                             π                              π

1111 SSSS f  → → → αα

we have

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).111111 xfxFxFxFxf −−−−−− =ππ=γππγ=γππγ=αα

Clearly α is an involution, and hence f is continuously reversible.

Next assume 2≥n  and ( ),ii tp π=  where R∈nttt ,,, 21  are such

that .121 +<<<< nn tttt  Then nf  is a homeomorphism of the arc

[ ]21, pp  having no fixed points in ( )., 21 pp  By Proposition 2.2, there

exists a continuous involution [ ] [ ]2121 ,,: pppp →α  such that

( ) ( )xfxf nn αα=−    for [ ]21, ppx ∈                        (1)

with ( ) 21 pp =α  and ( ) .12 pp =α

We know that

[ ]( )∪
n

i

i ppfS
1

21
1 ,

=

−=

and

[ ]( ) [ ]( ) ∅=−−
2121 ,, ppfppf ji ∩   or  { }kp

for some k if .,1, njiji ≤≤≠

For 1,,2,1 −= ni  if [ ]( ),, 21 ppfx i−∈  define

( ) ( ).xffx iiα=α (2)

Then α is continuous on [ ]( )21, ppf i−  for each ni ,,2,1=  and so if

α is well-defined, then α is continuous on .1S
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To prove that α is well-defined, let

[ ]( ) [ ]( )2121 ,, ppfppfp ji
k

−−∈ ∩

for .,,1 jinji ≠≤≤  Then we want to prove ( ) ( ).k
jj

k
ii pffpff α=α

Since we know

( ) 1ppf k
i =   and  ( ) 2ppf k

j =

or

( ) 2ppf k
i =   and  ( ) 1ppf k

j =

we may assume

( ) 1ppf k
i =   and  ( ) .2ppf k

j =

Then we have

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),21 k
jiii

k
ii pfpfpfpff +==α=α

and

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).12 k
jijj

k
jj pfpfpfpff +==α=α

Therefore,

( ) ( ) ( )k
jj

k
ii

k pffpffp α=α=α

is well-defined.

Note that (1) implies that

( ) ( )xffx nnα=α    for [ ],, 21 ppx ∈

and hence by (2) we have

( ) ( )xffx iknikn ++ α=α (3)

for [ ] [ ]2121 ,, ppfppfx ikni −−− =∈  and for each .,2,1=k

Now we will show that α is an involution. Let [ ]( )21, ppfx i−∈  for

.,,2,1 ni =  Then we have
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( ) ( ) [ ]( ) [ ]( ),,, 2121 ppfppfxffx niiii −=∈α=α

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .xxfffxfffxffffx ininininiiinin ==αα=αα=αα −−−−−

Hence α is an involution.

Also if [ ]( )21, ppfx i−∈  for ,,,2,1 ni =  then

( ) [ ]( ) [ ]( )21
21

21
1 ,, ppfppfxf nii −++ =∈α

and hence by (3) we have

( ) ( ) ( )xfffffxfffxf iiinininin αα=αα=αα −−−−−−−− 12121212

( ) ( ) ( ).121211212 xfxfffxffff ininiiinin −−−−+−−−− ==αα=

Thus f is reversible with respect to α. Therefore, f is continuously

reversible.

A rotation map on 1S  is a map 11: SSf →  defined by ( ) zzf β=  for

some .1S∈β  In this case ,2 ρπ=β ie  where ρ is the rotation number of a

lifting F of f, and it is well-known that if ( ) ρ=ρ F  is an irrational

number, then

( ) 1Sxf =ω    for all ,1Sx ∈

where fω  is the set of all ω-limit points of f.

Lemma 2.4. Every rotation map is continuously reversible.

Proof. The proof is clear.

Let f and g  be continuous maps on the circle .1S  We say that two

maps f and g  are topologically conjugate if there exists a homeomorphism

11: SSh →  such that .1fhh−=g

Lemma 2.5. If f is continuously reversible and g  is topologically

conjugate to f, then g  is also continuously reversible.

Proof. The proof is clear.
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Let f be a continuous map from the circle 1S  into itself. Then the

family of iterates { },2,1=|nf n  of f is said to be equicontinuous if for

any ,0>ε  there exists 0>δ  such that for ,, 1Syx ∈  δ<− yx  implies

( ) ( ) ε<− yfxf nn  for all .N∈n

The following lemma is appeared in [2].

Lemma 2.6. Let f be a continuous map of the circle. Then

{ },2,1=|nf n  is equicontinuous if and only if one of the following

holds:

  (i) ( ) 0deg =f  and ( )∩∞
=

=
1 2

1 ,
n

n FSf  where 2F  is the fixed point set

of ;2f

 (ii) ( ) 1deg =f  and f is topologically conjugate to a rotation map;

(iii) ( ) 1deg −=f  and 2f  is the identity.

Theorem 2.7. If f is a homeomorphism of the circle whose iterates are

equicontinuous, then f is continuously reversible.

Proof. If ( ) ,1deg =f  then by Lemma 2.4, Lemma 2.5 and Lemma

2.6(ii) f is continuously reversible. If ( ) ,1deg −=f  then Lemma 2.6(iii)

says that f is an involution so that f is continuously reversible.

3. Reversibility of a Positively Equicontinuous Flow

A family of continuous maps R∈→ tSSft ,: 11  is called a flow on

1S  if

stst fff +=    for ., R∈st

A flow { } R∈ttf  is continuous if the mapping 11: SSf →×R  defined by

( ) ( )zfzt t,  is continuous [6, 7].

Let { } { } ,, RR ∈∈ ttttf g  be two flows on the circle .1S  We say that two
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flows { } R∈ttf  and { } R∈ttg  are topologically conjugate if there exists a

homeomorphism 11: SS →ϕ  such that ϕϕ= −
tt f1g  for all .R∈t

A continuous flow { } R∈ttf  of homeomorphisms is said to be positively

equicontinuous if for any ,0>ε  there exists 0>δ  such that for ,, 1Swz ∈

( ) δ<wzd ,  implies ( ) ( )( ) ε<wfzfd tt ,  for all .0≥t

In 1999, Bae et al. [1] studied the continuity of the rotation map
which maps from the set of degree one circle maps to the family of
subsets of reals, and applied their results to prove that any
equicontinuous flow on the circle is topologically conjugate to a rotation
flow.

Theorem 3.1 [1]. Let { } R∈ttf  be a positively equicontinuous flow of

homeomorphisms on .1S  Then either { } R∈ttf  is the trivial flow, or { } R∈ttf

is topologically conjugate to a continuous flow of rotation maps of .1S

Indeed,

 (i) for all ;, 1St idft =∈ R  or

(ii) there exists a homeomorphism 11: SS →ϕ  and a continuous

map 1: Sc →R  such that

( ) ( ) ,1 ztczft =ϕϕ−    for R∈t   and  ,1Sz ∈ (∗)

( ) ( ) ( ),tcsctsc =+    for ., R∈ts (∗∗)

According to Theorem 3.1, a positively equicontinuous flow of

homeomorphisms on 1S  is topologically conjugate to a continuous flows

of rotation maps of .1S  Therefore, by applying Lemma 2.4 and Lemma

2.5, we can show that the flow is continuously reversible.

Theorem 3.2. A positively equicontinuous flow is continuously

reversible. More precisely if { } R∈ttf  is a positively equicontinuous flow of

homeomorphisms on ,1S  then there is a continuous involution 1: Sα
1S→  such that αα=− tt ff  for all .R∈t
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Proof. Let { } R∈ttf  be a positively equicontinuous flow of

homeomorphisms on .1S  We may assume that { } R∈ttf  is not a trivial

flow. Then by Theorem 3.1, there exists a homeomorphism 11: SS →ϕ

and a continuous map 1: Sc →R  such that (∗) and (∗∗) in Theorem 3.1

hold.

Let γ be the reflexion on 1S  about x-axis, that is, ( ) .θ−θ =γ ii ee  Then

by Lemma 2.4 and (∗), we have

( ) ( ) ztczft
11 −− =ϕγγϕ

for R∈t  and .1Sz ∈  Also by (∗∗) we have ( ) ( ),1 tctc −=−  for all R∈t

because ( ) .10 =c  By combining above equalities, we get

( ) ( ) ( ).11 zfztczf tt ϕϕ=−=ϕγγϕ −
−−

Therefore as in the proof of Lemma 2.5, by letting ,1−ϕγϕ=α  we have

αα=− tt ff  and

.12112 id=ϕϕγ=ϕγϕϕγϕ=α −−−

Consequently the flow { } R∈ttf  is continuously reversible.
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